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1. Motivation and notations 
All the notations and conventions used in Part I are maintained in this second part. Part I will be 
referred to by [2]. It was explained in [2] how the recursions were related to denominator recursions of Pad6 
approximants. In [1] we showed how these same relations could be expressed in terms of the corresponding 
numerators and residuals. In this part we shall give these dual formulations for all the recursions of [2]. Let 
us introduce the notation with an example, viz. F2 of [2] treating the step x --* × --* O. 
(a) Suppose that the elements of Tn+ 1 are part of the longer block sequence ( t k }N_ M, M, N >~ n + 1. Then 
we shall denote by J'k an extended matrix 
t _M+ k • . .  l _  M 
t_~ . . .  t_(k+l ) 
tk+ l . . .  t~ 
t N . . .  tN_  k 
and define E k by TkQk = Ek where Qk is as in F2(a). E k has the following form 
M-k  k N+l -k  
E k ['-...s k , sk ,  0 . . . . .  O, rk, rk, . 
(t denotes block-transpose) and consists of two nonzero parts 
t . . . ] t  A k [s k , s  k, and Bk=[r  k,ri,,..,], t. 
A k contains numerator coefficients in descending order and B k contains the residual coefficients in 
ascending order. If B, (k )  denotes the kth block of B,, then B,(0) = r, and similarly A,,(O) = s,. Thus if A, ,  
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B., A._  l and/7 ._  1 are known, then we also know a.+~ and b.+ l, so that the recursion 
[;] } [°] Q.+l= + . -1  a .+ l+ b.+l 
. 0 
can be evaluated. If we multiply this with 7".+ 1, we obtain 
E.+, =-  e., +-'1 E ._ ,a .+,  +lE.b.+~. 
Because E.  = [,~t, 0 t, Bt]t, with .4. = ( JM- .  ® Ip )A . ,  we can split this recursion into two parts: 
B.+l =- JB .  +- J1B ._ ia .+ l  +lB.b .+ 1, 
A.+ 1 = " IA.  + " l jA . _aa .+ 1 + .j A .b .+ l ,  
with 
where 
a .+l  = - s - l . - l s . ,  ~+l  = - r~ lG- la .+ l ,  
r k=B k(0), s k=A k(0), k=n- l ,n .  
These are the dual relations of F2(a). 
(b) In case (b) we suppose that the elements of H.  + 1 are part of the longer sequence {h k } U M with M >/0 
and N >/2(n + 1) and we define/~/k by 
-h_  M . . .  hm+ k 
h_ 1 . . .  hk_ 1 
hk+ 1 . . .  hzk+l 
hN_  k •. .  
/~k 
h N 
and E k is defined by HkQk = Ek with Qk as in F2(b). E k has the form 
E k = [ . . . s~,  s k, 0 . . . . .  O, r k, rl, . . . .  ] t=  [ .~ ,  0 t, B~]' 
M k N-2k+l  
with -~k = ( Ju  ® lp )Ak .  Note that we use the same notation as in (a), but A k and B k have a different 
number  of blocks• 
Multiplying the recursion [0] 
+ bn+l 
a ,  
f rom the left with/4,+1 gives exactly the same formulas as under (a). Thus there is no difference between 
the (a) and (b) case concerning the formal form of the recursions. 
(c) Next take for { t k } the elements of T, + 1 in F2(c). Extend this sequence and form the matrices Tk as 
we did under case (a) and define 
]'kOk = Ek = [ ". 'r~, r~, 0 . . . . .  O, sk, s'  k. . . .  ] 
M-k  k N+l -k  
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and set 
t . .  = t ] t  Bk [ rk , rk ,  . ]t and A k [s k , s  k . . . . .  
Note that now B k is the top part and A k the lower part  of the r ight-hand side, as opposed to case (a) and 
(b). The reason for this interchange of A and B is that thus the formulas of (a) are unaltered when passing 
from (a) to (c). 
(d) As (c) was derived from (a), we can derive (d) from (b). Again, the r ight-hand sides E k are of the 
form 
ek = 0',  
and again the same recursion is valid. (As in the rest of this text, the tilde denotes order reversion of the 
blocks.) 
As a conclusion we can give the same recursion formulas for the four different cases. Note however that, 
although the recursions are the same, the vectors A k, B k are different, e.g. in dimension. 
Note also that if M and N -o oo, we can drop all the cutt ing-operat ions i  the recursions for A k and B k. 
The extensions for other nestings of matrices is understood in an obvious way. As in [2] the { t k } refer to 
the elements of the Toepl itz matrices on the third line (the one fol lowing the ?-sign). The extensions of the 
matrices on the first and second line ( ihose following the !-sign) are then such that the sequence ( t  k } u_ M is 
completely exhausted, e.g. in F3(a) l'n means 
- l _M+ n . . .  t _  M 
L ~ 
l _  2 . . .  I _M_  2 
7~n 
I n • . .  t o 
t N • . .  tN_ n 
and E,  is defined correspondingly by 7",Q, = E, .  For  Hankel  matrices, the extensions/4k are understood in 
a similar way. 
The recursions F l l - F23  of [2] involve denominator  coefficients, i.e. coefficients of Qk and/or  Pk. These 
can not be found in the r ight-hand sides E k. Thus we need the Qk and Pk vectors there too. 
The scheme of all possible steps is as in Fig. 1. 
F21 F17 F6 F4 
F14 × x F2 
F21 F17 F6 F4 
F23 FI1 F1 
F15 F19 × F9 
F16 × F7 F3 
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